Multi-Strip Film Feeder
Scans multiple strips simultaneously - dramatically increases throughput

Optional film-slot widths:

- 2.75 inches ((7cm/70mm)
- 3.50 inches (9cm/88.9mm)
- 4.50 inches (11.5cm/114/29mm)

Multi-Strip Film Feeder reduces transition times between digitizing projects

We have identified weld inspection specialists as one of the biggest groups of our potential customers. In most cases, a typical weld inspection produces narrow (less than 10 cm) and long pieces of film (strips) that need to be fed into a digitizer.

Scanning strips one by one can take a great deal of time.

For this specific purpose, we have come up with a special film feeder module that will allow you to scan multiple strips simultaneously, which will dramatically improve productivity when scanning weld radiographs.

A standard multi-strip feeder can accommodate up to 5 radiographs no wider than 6 cm each. We can, however, reconfigure the layout of slot dividers in the tray according to your requirements (we will operate, however, within the limits of the total tray width, which is 14"/35cm).

Please provide any specific requests with your order.